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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an approach toquantify and
measure technology evolution levels
as forecasted bya
technology development road map. The concept of
technology perfectionperformance and ideal
performance are defined and contrasted in order to
clarify such notionsas: current state-of-the-art
technology, old proximity to ideal
performance, new
proximity to ideal,perfdon improvement, and
technology creativity level. Perfection
is defined asa
practical and obtainable performance ofa technology
at a forecasted statesf-theart development level,
where ideal performanceis the ultimateimaginary
state of unreachable perfection. The
creativity levels of
technologies displayedon a road map are quantified
by the use of a “creativity measurement sliding scale”,
also here-bycalled the ”JJ Sliding Scale”.These
forecasted technologylevels are displayed onthis road
as well as
map including the current-state-of-the-art
the imaginary ideal performance of selected
technology. Such parameters as:functional
performance, required energy or power, weight,
volume, resources including cost, time tomanufactllf,
and lack or presence ofharmful effects are the key
parameters used to establish the different forecasted
technology levelsof perfection vis-a-vis thecurrent
state-of-the-art technology. The measurementof
creativity at each of the levels of technology displayed
on the road mapis performed by applying to the above
mentioned key parameters a relative weighted factor
g m l i n g . A quantified totalpoint value for each
forecasted technology development level
is obtained.
The ranlung of technology levels by
the total earned
calculated point value relative to the ideal
performance
is presented as a metric of technology creativity levels
distributed on a technology road map. Theproposed
methodology is applied to the developmentand
quantification of a technology development road map
for theNASA space rechargeable batteries.This paper
is also using the DarwiNan biological evolution
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concept, as an analogy, to help better understand the
engineeringtechnology forecasting and evolution.
PERFeCTIONANDIDEALPERFORMANCE

During the quest fora perpetual product and process
invention and innovation, managers,engineers,
biologists, and technologists alikeare continuously
striving for an ideal system designas the most
desirable solution fora given technology
implementation and performance. The continuous
incremental productand process impvement, as
applied in technology development,is in fact that
specific desire for the materialization of the endless
of
strive for perfection of individual stages
technologydevelopment on a mad map
will
continuously strive towards an ideal performance.
The notion of
‘ ~ r f k t i o dand
’ the notion of ”ideal”
have in fact a similar but differentconnotatioa
“Perfection”is defined as the state ofperformance of
being entirely without fault or defect
as per initially
specified hctional requirements, and where all
are being
predetermined performance requirements
satistied. “Ideal” isdefined as an ultimate objective
or aim of performance endeavor that
is reaching an
ultimate goal of a mental image that exists onlyin
fantasy or imagination. All engineering systems have
the natural development tendencyof approaching the
imaginary ideal system[11. For that reason,
perfection is a practical and obtainable performance
characteristicof a technology ata given statesf-theart level, where the ideal is the ultimate imaginary
state of the unreachableperfection. In the real world
of creative technology development
and
improvement, thereis a continuos tendency towards
proximity to perfection,as well as, a perfection
proximity towards ideal.Using an analogy
comparison with an optimization
function, the
technology level perfectionis similar to OMaiaing a
local maximum, where the ideal performance could
be compared toa global maximurn.

SURVIVAL OF TEE FITTEST
BIOLOGICAL PERFEmoY

- TlQ

Understaading how biological organisms
have evolved
can be used as a
model inthe evolution
prediction of engineering systems. DarwiNan
evolution based on biological organisms
striving to
adapt to current environmental conditions leads to
temporal perfection in adaptation,
insures optimum
development, and cultivates reproductivesuocess. As
the environmental conditions cbange, the time line of
evolution shifts towards a temporal ideal organism
based ona tendency of theorganisms to achievea
temporal perfection performance
inmning optimum
reproductive success and survival of thefittest
biological species.As soon as the environmental
parameters changed,so the value of perfection
changed. As the values of the parameters became more
conceptuabd, so the system evolves towards an
n
i
d ideality.
Let us take as an example: theDarwinian evolution
of a Finch. Some Finch species peck out of sand;
thus a long beak is the perfiect adaptation to the
feeding environment.Other species peck seeds and
nuts, therefore,a wide beak is the perfect adaptation
to the available foodparameters. And still some other
species peckfruits and flower nectar, and for this
purpose a pointy beak is the most appropriate. As the
many varieties of Finchesspecdue in their
environments, they approacheda level of adaptive
perfkction, whileas a whole the species approached
an ideal levelo f evolution. In time, as the
environment is changing, some future Finchspecies
possibly will adaptand might be able topeck at all of
the above foodsources. They will be on a higher
level of perfection for the combined environment.
The outcomewill be an even closer proximity
to
ideal adaptation to the ever-cbanging
envinmment.
Even a “perfect” species would not be able to evolve
towards an idealif it was stagnant in its
developmental diversity.This can be simply obsetved
in lineage with intermmiage histories.In such
situations, there is an increase inthe observance of
genetic dysfuncton,i.e. hemophilia in some of the
old royal families of GreatBritain. Thus, not only
are changes good, but necessary for the development
of a superior species and for that speciesbetoable to
adapt to its changing environment; not only keeping
up with chauge, but thriving todo better. The
concept is: “too much perfectionleads to
developmental stagnation, whereas imperfecton is
necessary for growth toward ideality,because of
possibilities.”
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As a parallel to the biological adaptation to the
medium, let us take as an examplethe history of
computer technology evolution. The
main function of
a computer is to perform mathematical computation.
Thus the first computerson the market were doing
just that. Some of us still remember the huge, bulky
and awkward punchcard reader usedas among the
first data processing computer equipment technology.
As demand for smallerand faster computers grew,
along with the demand for more
and more
information storage capacily, the newer computers
technology such as the main IBM 360’s were
themselves rapidlyreplaced with the current modern
age desk top computers.More recently, the newest
computing technologytrend is now the laptop and the
palm size computers.During all this computing
technology evolution,the functional performance of
information processing speed and reliabilityhas
tremendously increased, where as size, weight.,
manuthchningcost, time to mauufactm, and power
consumption have drastically decreased. For the
computer manufhcturing companies to stay in
business, at each of theWerent computer
technology development levels, perfection
was
always themain characteristic to strive for[113. In
the process, many of thecompetmg computer
manufactums could not adapt to the
market needs,
and perished in the process. Perhaps, the next
computer technologywill be a human brain-like
reasoning
biological computer with autonomous
power, inaddition to an even faster processing time
will
and memory capability. The% new computers
have the tendency tofurther evolve from thecurrent
serial to heavy parallel processors. These future
nano-technology based computers will be so small
and will require such little power to
operate that they
will be able to be biologically attachedto the human
brain or even toreplace it. Again, in time as the
n
*
n
m
e
n
t changes, the value
computing demand e
of the computer perfecton performance will be
continuously upgraded, having as a jinal goal to
reach the tendency of the ideal
imaginary computing
system. This will be accomplished by performing
biological mimicry in the performattce of the future
artificial human brain. Thus, perfectionis a
contempordry assessed value of ideality.As time and
emrifonment change, the value of
perfdon is reassessed. Eventually, perfection approachesan ideal.
Nevertheless as discussed earlier, ideal systems may
among
never be conceptualized one reason being

many others, because it may become no longer time
or environmentdependent.

ENGINEERINGIDEALITY
According toW c h Altshuller [I], all engineering
systems evolve in the
direction o f improved ideality.
Altshuller definesan ideal system (0as “an
engineeringentity that performs the desired
Won(s)
while requiringno energy toperform
its functions(E), has no weight (W), has no volume
(V),requires no resources to produce (R), takes no
time for its implementaton (T),and has no harmful
side effects(H)”.The degreeof approaching the
imagimyideal~m,alsocalledthedepof
ideality
is a function thatcan be described by
tilt3 following formnla:
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DI@ is the degree of appmching the &@nary
ideal system
1zF -isthesumofallusefulfunctions
LE is the sum o f all energiesor power required
to perform the functions
ZW is the sum of all component weight
I=R -isthesumofallrequiredresaurcesiucluding
incwrwi cost
W is the sum of ali component volume
ZT -isthesumofallimplementationtime
ZH -isthesumofallharmfuleffects

-
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From this equation, the larger the sum ofthe useful
functions is, the larger the value of the ideality
degree
becomes. Also, when the compoundedsum of the
denominator is approaching zero, the degreeof the
imaginary ideal system is appching infinity,
Or,when,
then,
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FMTER BETTER CHEAPERAS A
C n A T M T Y MOTIVATOR

From the description above applied
to an actual
practical situations, systems move toward ideality
when there is an improvementin functional
performance, while thereis a decrease in needed
resources, as well asa decrease in harmful side
effects or an increase in reliability. In fact, the NASA
coined FASTER, BETTER, CHEAPER edict is a
pace of space
major driving force in stimulating the
technology pro- towards perfection. In time,

NASA missions will have a tendency to be
implemented andperform in the direction of
perfection and ideality. The questionis how muchof
an ideal performauce is ideal? It all starts with how
much “better are we consideringthe performance of
a given flight technology designed system. The word
“better”,from ?heNASA edict point of view,
definitely doesnot mean at all the word ‘‘thebest”, or
the ideal situation. The edict is more related to
specified levels of desired ‘mer‘‘ performance, in
the contextof ‘‘faster and “cheaper”implementation
mode, where ‘Wte?‘is associated witb level of
perfection, as in the contextof the acceptedrisks. A
continuous improvemexrt of the ‘Wte?‘ will push in
time the performance envelop towards the ideal
situation, “thebest”.The ideal best performance
considers time as an element of developmental
reference dunng which besvprfwtion performance
can be obtained thrwgh inventions and innovations
[4],[6],[9]. Now the edict can be modified to read
Faster, Cheaper, and Aooepted Perfection forB given
technology of a space mission with the final goal of a
continuous technology development improvement
towards an ideal system performance. Being able to
measure the perfkction performanoe dative to the
ideal situationbecomesan important quantdication
metrics tool ofqUant.lfytngperfection performance as
a proximity to ideal.What we propose here is the
concept of a sliding scale that enables creativity
measurement embodied by the termperfdon vis-avis the proximity to ideal.
CRIEATIVITY SLIDINGSCALE
Let us consider the valueC as the imaginary ideal

situation. As defined earlier, the desired degree of
ideality D l 0 could takem a y desired perfecton
performance values,In the case of technology
development, these valuescan be also interpretedas
technology creativity levels, or thetechnology
development componentsof a technology road map
[2],[8]. These cfeativty levelswill be materialized in
design options, design decisions, and the selection of
the most appropriate design to implement the desired
functon [13,14]; a well known concept by which
form follows function [3]. Knowing the numerical
values of thedesign parametersdescribed in formula
(1) above, and substilutingthem, we can compute the
magnitude of DIG. For a given technology
proximity to perfection on the technology road map,
we would calculateDI@=IL Based on the imposed
fimctional and performance requirements established
by the technology drivenprogram or project, the
value of B can thus be calculated
and oould take
0 to the imaginaryvalue of
values or “slide” from
infinity, OD.

Since tecbnology development
is always evaluated
against an existing “old” technology such as the
current state-of-the-art, the value
zero of formula(2)
above is seldom zero.Thus, the actual magnitude can
be represented by a numerical value A On the other
hand, the infinity element oftbe equatlon (2) is the
degree of approaching theimaginary ideal situation,
or Cyas defined earlier. Thus, pmctically speaking
the following relation can be obtained
AS BS C

(3)

When, A is the old technologyyor the currexu state-ofthe-art, which is used as the termof referam. B is the
new technology thatis intended to be developed as a
result ofa new d v e thmkhg Finally, C is the ideal
technology that we eventually would likereach
to for
a given new technology development
in the future.
The i%rtherthe new B technology is from the current
state4-the-art technologyA, the higher the creativity
improvement of thenew technology is. The closer the
B value is to C, the higher the creativity of the new
technology is. Graphically, the W e is described as
per diagram below:

Old

k.,......................

Ideat

New

B.....................C

The FeIationships between & B, aad C adopt the
following naeanings:
C - A =the old proximity to ideal
C-B=thenewproximitytoideal
B -A = creativity improvement

IfwecanquantifythemagnitudeofAandBandby
cotlputingthe~ofB-A,weareableto~o~
in Edct a “rreativity improvement measu~ement
from the old existingtechnology to the new proposed
technology. A l s o , knowing the value of B and what
aretheboundariesofimprovingthetechnologyat
1evelBwecandetennineandmeasurethedegreeof
perfixtion imprcwement at tbat level. The
”perfection” pedbnnance of value B is appmacitlg
temporal perfection in response to an existing
limctional and pedormance specification and
environmentalrequirement conditions. As the
environment is continuouslychging, even when at
a certain moment when system perfection at value B
is approaching C the ideal, the value o f B has already
changed on the measuring slidingd e . Relation C
B, on the otherhand, wiil become an actual
measurement ofthe degree of invention and
“

-

innovation as represented by the“sliding scale” of
approaching the imaginary ideal system. The smaller
the Werence C B is, the higher the level of
creativity of the newtechology becomes. Also, the
value of C-B is an indicationof how muchmom for
improvement towardsan ideal system a technology

-

has.

In measwingcreativity in tschnology development,
we propose tolink the “slidingscale” terminology to
the technology roadmap concept. “Fix scaley’is
meant for a single given creative technoiogical
design. The use of the fix scale conceptimplies that
there is no alternative creativethinking and no design
decision [131, since there are no other design aptions
to be considered.On the other hand by using the
sliding scale concept,it implies that many design
options are considered to perform a given nraia
function The proximity to the ided ofthe design
options cmsidered is another element that can be
&i~insupportoftheteciulologyraadmap
sliding scale coucept.This repmentation leads to the
well-known concept ofthe ”technology development
road map.”As any good planning,a technological
roadmapdrawsaplotforthecowseofhowtoget
from where we m on a given current technology and
to wherewe would liketo be in a give time in the
future. Ifpmperly documented, the road map will
also tellus what actions and supporting prwedum
we need to take [SI. A plan with a list of “what to
do“ will invigorate the motiafation for action, mrch
that as we celebrate the technology achievementsof

thepast,wewillkeepoureyesonthe~tureroad
ahead of us [lo]. The road map will identify different
design technologiesthat will implement a desired
main function, and the associated schedule of
implementation.As a short summary,the road map
should identify thefollowing: 1) The current
technology levelA, (2) The nelrthigher level
technologylevel B on the road map; (3) The degree
of technology development (B A) that is desimi for
each. ofthe next technologymilestones to be foreseen
ontheroad~~(4)Thepximityofagivenmxt
technoloe level B on the road map reaching the
imaginary ideal situationC, as (C-B). A good
technology road map should contain more than one
Bo, where the
next technology development level
value i=l,Z,..,p.With this new view, &e slidmg
scale of technologydevelopmnt road map will have
a slightly m e m t look, as follows:

-

Old txh. New tech. 1 New tech. 2..Newtech.n Ideal

In order
technology
to
development
levels
Bo on the road map, itis proposed that for eachof
the parameters of equation (1) above,
a "weighted
G~ctor''value fbm 1 to 10 is to be assigned, and a
Bo
total v&e tobe summed up for each of the
values. The concept of weighted factor
is simiiar to
the one used in the Quality Function Deployment
(QFD) technique [15j, wherethe prioritizationand
selection of actions tobe considered are selected in a
similar manner [7]. For an exemplification,Table 1
h
s
t
r
a
t
e
show technologyroad map q w d f i a i o n
can be generated. This qxesentation we named it
the "JJ Slim S d e "
Techno&y Develoeprent Slidlne Sc&

(C F)
(C E)
(C w)
(C R)
(C v)
(C T)
(C H)
TOTAL

7
4
5

7
5
5
5
6

8
4
7
7

9
8
8
8

10
10
10
10

6

5
7

3
7
9

2
8
9

10
10
10

38

40

45

52

70

3
6
7

Table 1. Quantification of technology road map using
weighted factors fnrm 1 to 10 forthe individual parameters
of Equation (1) and calculated for each of the technology
development levelsof the road map.

By assigninga weighttng factor to the parameters of
equation (1)and using Table1 above, the imaginary
ideal technology at LevelC is totaling 70 points.
Similarly, the current state-of-the-art technology at
Level A is quantified at 38 points, out of the total
maximum 70 points. The identified LevelB
technologies at level1,2, and n are quantified at 40,
45, and 52 points respectively. These next three levels
of the technology development
are in Edct the
components of the technology
road map that are
considered and planned to be developed in thefuture.
With quantified values attributed to each technology
development on this sliding scale, we nowcan also
better understand the perfecton improvement at each
technology development level.
Thus from Table1, creativity improvement at level
Bt1) is B(l, -A, or 40-38=2.The new proximity to ideal
of B?) can now be computed as
or 70-40=30.
This urdicates that there is still a lot of mom for
improvement for the technology at level
B(l).As the
all parameters
assigned weighting factors indicate, not
of equation(1) have registered improvements; some
remained the same and one(Z T) registeed a decrease
from 7 to 5. Worth to be mentioned is that the current

pointvalus:7ofCZ:F)atIevelB~,canbefurtber
improved to 8 at the next levelBp)of technology on
the road map. In addition, thesum of harmful effects
~l3)Canbered~thusimp~gthetotalpoint

value from the first predicted value of7 to the next
valueof9. Changeswilltakeplaceattheotha
parametersaswell.Thiswillbringthetatalmaximum
value of technology levelB o of Table1 to a total
value of 45 points. As an analogy, this is viewed as an
optimbdon afa global fnnction m d a local
maximum. The chosen parametersare not the only two
parameteIs thatcau be taken for considemtionfar
impmenmt in onset to obtain the technology level
perfection. This local perfection improvement now
road map at a higher level of
places technology on the
creativity. This reinforces the sliding scale concept
very appropriately. The more parametem of equation
(1) are improved, the closer to the ideal performance
is
realized. Consequently, an optimization that
is close to
the idealperformance is d o g o u s to an optimization
of a global maximum.
SPACE RECEMRGMLE BATTERY AND
ROAD MAP METRICS
The current NASA space rechargeablebattery is
NiCd based[121. Weight, volume, operation
temperature, power density, recharge cycle, and
safety are desired performance panmeters that need
to be improved. For space applications in the next
are considered to be
fifteen years, the Li-Ion batteries
developed and used as the secondaty low temperature
battery technologyof the future. By applying theJJ
Sliding Scale described above to the
space
rechargeable battery technology road map, we have
generated quantified metrics for the individual
in Table 2. NiCd,
battery technologies, as described
the curreat state-of-theart battery, gained a total
point value of29. Nextis Li-Ion with43 points,
followed by Li-Polymer with points.
49 As it can be
easily observed, thecreativityimprovement B-A for
the first two batteries on the road
map is 14 (4329=14) and 29 (49-29-20) respectively. It is worth
noting that Li-Polymer batteryhad earned 49 points
which is higher than the "battery-on-a-chip"
46 points, even
technology which had earned only
though it is placed ona higher level on the road map.
What earned the battery-on-a-chip technology
a
higher level on the technology development road map
is the reduction ofweigh and volume, theincreased
functional performance and reliability, and the
potential of being integratd on-a-chip with other
micro spacecraft-on-achipr e v o l u t i o ~ ~ ~
technologies of thefuture. Again, this is a good
jusMcation forusing the "JJ sliding scale'' concept
as a relative technology quantification metric.It is

also observed that the newobtained p
r
o
x
m
iy
t
i to
ideal vaiuesC-B indicate enough mom forfuture
improvement in the continuos quest for
finding the
imae;iaary ideal battery. See table 2 below.
Year
2000

Year
2005

Year
2010

Year

Year

2015

MhiQ

Param. Tech. 0 Tech. 1 Tech. 2 Tech. 3 Ideal.
NiCd Li-Ion Li-Polymer On-a-chipIdeal

TOTAL, 29

4346

49

70

Table 2. JJ Sliding Scale far space rechargeable

CONCLUSION Quantiiication of technology
perfectioq ideality,and proposed next level of
technology developmentcan be used by technology
managers and developers tobetter plan %ture
technology initiatives. Eachof the battery technologies
of Table 2 can provide
listed on the road map
quantified information on such elementsas: creativity
improvement, proximity to old state-of-the-art
technology, and proximity to the
itnagbry ideal
battery. The latestcan provide information on how
much mom for total battery improvement
is available
as to approach the ideal space rechargeable battery
technology. Having means to q w t @ and measure
planned fbture technology developmentallows other
important technology development and management
decisions tobe performed.
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